The Evidence for Effective Research Teams: The Field of the “Science of Team Science”

Interested in best practices for team science?

Curious about what makes interdisciplinary research teams effective?

Join the Office of the Vice Provost for Research for a presentation by Dr. Amanda Vogel, one of the most influential and accomplished researchers in the field of the “Science of Team Science.” This talk is open to all faculty and staff at UM.

Dr. Vogel (Ph.D., Johns Hopkins) is an expert in team science and evaluation of large collaborative science initiatives. She is employed by Leidos Biomedical Research, Inc., providing support to the Center for Global Health of the National Cancer Institute (NCI), National Institutes of Health.

When: Friday, February 22nd from 2pm-3:30pm
Where: Bruce and Robbi Toll Library
        Newman Alumni Center
RSVP: Email Eva Olivares (eolivares@med.miami.edu) to reserve your spot. Space is limited.